Go-Go Compact-

Wallet - Steps 2b-4b

2- Place Wallet RSD on flat surface with curvy side edge on left. Fold bottom edge UP & WST aligning “A” double notches. Press flat.

Next, fold top edge of Wallet DOWN, WST, aligning “B” single notches & partially covering ‘step 2a section’. Press flat.

3- Retrieve Mesh Pocket from step 1. Place top free edge of zipper WSD ~1/16” below top pressed Wallet edge. (Zipper pull should be off the straight side edge on right side of Wallet). Stitch in place along top edge of zipper, then stitch again ~1/4” below this stitching.

4a) Pick up Wallet unit by the “B” fold line allowing “A” foldline to ‘flip open’ & RSD on flat surface.

4b) Now place “A” foldline 3/8” above “B” foldline, matching single notches along bottom edges of unit. Press flat. 

*Push zipperhead to center* of unit & stitch close to all 3 sets of raw edges to maintain folds. Reinforce stitching.
Go-Go Compact - (cont.)

Wallet - Steps 2b- 5

5) Retrieve Base(#3) from step B2 and place “foam-side” DOWN on flat surface. Place Wallet RSU on left side of Base aligning edges & notches. Pin in place. (yeah…. I know these are different fabrics than those on the 1st page, but you get the picture, right?)

Fold under ~3/4” of bottom right corner of Mesh Pocket. Baste in place along bottom & both side edges.

And here’s bonus picture of the interior Wallet section, complete with the center line drawn (step 14). :)